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Abstract

Recently, there has been an increase in the number of human neuroimaging studies seeking to predict behavior above and beyond traditional measurements such as self-report. This trend has been particularly notable in the area of food consumption, as the percentage of people categorized as overweight or obese continues to rise. In this review, we argue that there is considerable utility in this form of health neuroscience, modeling the neural bases of eating behavior and dietary change in healthy, community populations. Further, we propose a model and accompanying evidence indicating that several basic processes underlying eating behavior, particularly reactivity, regulation, and valuation, can be predictive of behavior change. We also discuss future directions for this work.
Introduction

The question, “who will be successful in dieting?” is of interest to laypeople, interventionists, and scientists alike. In this article, we argue that an effective way to answer that question is to build and test a model of the mechanisms by which eating behavior changes, and then interrogate those mechanisms using innovative techniques. We present such a model and evidence indicating that several basic processes underlying eating behavior, particularly reactivity, regulation, and valuation, can be predictive of behavior change. This model is based in health neuroscience, which investigates the interplay between the brain and physical health. Specifically, these processes act on the individual level, impacting physical health via direct and interactive effects on the brain, as well as via mediating processes that influence and are influenced by the brain. We close by laying out future directions for eating behavior change and the prediction of change more generally.

Motivation for this review

A considerable amount of knowledge about how the human brain responds to food stimuli has accumulated even since the recent emergence of health neuroscience. Building on this initial wave of information, in subsequent studies researchers have started to explore whether and how functional neural activation in response to food cues predicts later food intake (e.g., Refs 4, 5). This pattern in health neuroscience mirrors events in social and affective neuroscience. In that literature, the first generation of studies established the basic pattern of neural activity with a process (e.g., anticipation of monetary reward) and then later studies leveraged that initial information to test hypotheses about its predictive validity (e.g., does it predict gambling?). The latter approach has been referred to as the “brain-as-predictor”
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approach. Using human neuroimaging not only for brain mapping, but also for prediction of important outcomes, has been described as an important “humanitarian” goal. With that goal in mind, our overarching aim here is to review and organize the recent neuroimaging literature on eating behavior change. Establishing functional and structural neural factors that predict eating and its change can uncover additional mechanisms of change, with the ultimate purpose of informing the design and revision of behavior change interventions. Specifically, in this paper we review a carefully selected set of studies representing the extant literature on neural predictors of food consumption and dietary change in community populations.

Because we are interested in establishing the neural predictors of eating behavior, we focus specifically on dietary change, and not necessarily weight change. A growing body of work focuses on how individual patterns of brain activity predict weight change (e.g., Refs 8–10). This is valuable information, especially given the increase in overweight and obesity worldwide. However, eating per se is understudied in the health neuroscience literature and is related to health outcomes (e.g., heart disease, diabetes, cancer) above and beyond the effects of weight. For example, consumption of foods rated high in either glycemic index or glycemic load is associated with increased risk of developing several types of cancers (e.g., colorectal, endometrial, pancreatic), even in the absence of overweight and obesity. To this end, we focus this review on the neural predictors of food consumption and dietary change, separate from weight change. Furthermore, while it remains an open empirical question if the neural predictors of dietary improvement are the inverse of dietary deterioration (i.e., the process by which the contents of one’s diet become less healthy), this review focuses solely on positive dietary change. Lastly, by focusing on community populations (as compared to individuals who have been diagnosed with conditions characterized by non-typical eating patterns such as eating
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disorders), the work covered in this review connects to the larger literature on population-level behavior change as part of health psychology and health neuroscience.

Theoretical framework

Historically, the studies that have investigated neural predictors of eating behaviors in community populations have differentiated liking, wanting, and craving for food (which we include here as components of reactivity, defined below; Figure 1a) from regulation of that desire (Figure 1b). As shown in Figure 1, regulation is traditionally thought to decrease reactivity to the food cue, and thus decrease the likelihood of consumption. This review also follows this conceptualization to reflect how the literature has evolved to date. However, we emphasize that this dual-process framework, which pits “hot” craving with “cold” regulation (seen also in domains such as executive function, decision-making, the Reflective-Impulsive Model21), may artificially narrow the focus of research in this area, causing the field to ignore other, potentially important factors that don’t fit squarely into one bin or the other. As such, we also review evidence related to one such factor, subjective value. A value accumulation process integrates the value of a range of choice attributes, including social influence (e.g., norms, peer pressure), self-related processes (e.g., goals, identity), and primary and secondary reward value, and moderates the degree to which reactivity and regulation influence behavior. This process is visualized in Figure 1c. We conceptualize eating as one of many potential target behaviors that could be examined in this framework. For example, physical activity and other health-promoting behaviors would fit just as well into our framework, with cues motivating the unhealthy choice as reactivity cues, and alternate healthy and unhealthy behavioral choices shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Proposed framework integrating reactivity, regulation, and value in predicting food choice behaviors. A) Model of cue-reactivity predicting behavior: reactivity to a desired, unhealthy food cue predicts choice of that food, the consumption of which may then feed back on the reactivity to that cue. B) Standard model of regulation predicting behavior: cognitive regulation of food cue-reactivity down-regulates reactivity to reduce consumption of the unhealthy food. C) Integrating subjective value of food choice behaviors: the subjective value that an individual places on the individual food options, as well as regulation itself, moderates the relative weights of reactivity and regulation to influence food choice (here, potentiating regulation of the reactivity to the unhealthy food and the value of consuming the healthy food).

Using reactivity to predict food consumption

A logical starting point when investigating the predictors of dietary change are the factors that promote unhealthy eating in the first place. The appetitive desire to consume a food, often referred to as ‘craving,’ is a type of reaction to food, defined as the “conditioned response to food that is frequently accompanied by increased salivation, physiological arousal, and neural activity in regions such as the ventral striatum.” This broad definition of reactivity includes hunger motivation for food, which involves a larger recruitment of attentional resources compared to liking and wanting. It also encompasses the affective/hedonic processes that generate liking, the pleasure or anticipated pleasure derived from food consumption, as well as the motivational process that generates wanting, the motivation to consume a food. These processes can be triggered from the sensory experience of an external food cue or the internal experience of imagining a food cue, both of which are hypothesized to rely upon the same neural network.

As noted in the Boswell and Kober (2016) definition above, reactivity to food cues classically recruits brain regions involved in reward processing (see Figure 2), including the
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striatum and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). The striatum is a subcortical structure that receives excitatory input from frontal cortical regions and dopaminergic input from midbrain substantia nigra, and projects inhibitory connections back to globus pallidus. As such, the striatum is centrally involved in influencing motor and cognitive aspects of behavior. The dorsal striatum (DS) is involved in more cognitive and sensorimotor functions, whereas the ventral striatum (VS), which consists primarily of the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), supports affective and motivational processing such as that elicited by food. The VS also receives extensive projections from ventral frontal regions, including the OFC. The OFC is critically involved in sensory integration, modulating autonomic reactions, representing experienced and expected reward value, and supporting emotional and reward-related behaviors. Food cue-reactivity also recruits brain regions known to underlie object recognition, gustatory, and somatosensory processing like the lateral occipital gyrus, primary gustatory cortex (comprised of the anterior insula and frontal operculum), and primary somatosensory cortex respectively (see Refs 3, 30 for reviews).

Interestingly, much of this work has focused on food cue-reactivity during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), sometimes after exposing participants to the actual food. For example, chocolate cue-related activity in the caudate, a structure within the dorsal striatum, was found to predict later chocolate consumption in a group of participants who were exposed to chocolate as part of a “taste test” before the scan. This activity was specific to the exposure group compared to the control group, and predicted consumption above and beyond self-reported craving. Similarly, activity in the medial OFC, amygdala, insula, and NAcc while viewing high-calorie food while sated predicted higher-fat food choices after an fMRI scan. Lastly, in the considerable body of work investigating brain activity during milkshake consumption, a few
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studies have investigated how activity during consumption predicts later ingestive behavior. In one, midbrain and medial OFC activity related to milkshake tastes during an fMRI scan positively predicted later ad libitum milkshake consumption. Another found that variability in NAcc activity to milkshake consumption was related to dietary disinhibition and variability in ad libitum food intake, which provided an avenue for understanding variability in eating behavior.

Following Berridge’s theoretical distinction of liking and wanting, research investigating the neural correlates of food reactivity has recently begun to differentiate between brain regions associated with liking (desirability), wanting (hereafter referred to as craving), and behavior (actual eating). In this model, craving recruits more of the reward network than liking, but the overlapping definitions of these constructs and the underlying neural structures have made it challenging to experimentally separate liking from craving. However, recent work has found that self-reported craving for highly-processed foods is dissociable from the liking of those foods, with craving predicted by self-reported food addiction and liking associated with body mass index. In addition, Lawrence et al. (2012) found that food cue-reactivity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC, which overlaps with and is often identified as OFC) positively correlated with self-reported food craving, but only NAcc activity during food cue presentation positively predicted later consumption over and above self-reported hunger and craving. This pattern of results indicates that, if defined correctly for participants, there may also be dissociations among brain regions involved in liking and craving when it comes to predicting food consumption. Furthermore, other work has shown that vmPFC activity in response to health messaging predicts behavior change above and beyond self-report. Together, these findings suggest that food-cue related activity in the NAcc indexes baseline urges that predict eating behavior, whereas the vmPFC may be involved in the more evaluative aspects of
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eating behavior, which include motives such as self-reported craving and dieting. While much remains to be done, this work supports continued efforts by theorists and researchers to differentiate between liking and craving evaluations of food stimuli and their neural substrates when predicting later consummatory behaviors.

Despite the body of work indicating that neural reactivity predicts food consumption, there remains significant ambiguity about the causes of this relationship. It may be just as likely that habitual patterns of food consumption affect processing of food cues at a neural level. Indeed, habitual consumption of high-calorie foods has been found to affect neuropeptide expression in the hypothalamus, suggesting that excess consumption of high-calorie foods may result from both the hedonic and homeostatic effects of fat and sugar. This can be seen in Figure 1a, where the reactivity to a desired unhealthy food elicits the choice behavior of consuming that food, which then feeds back to increase reactivity to those food cues. However, very few studies have addressed the enduring effects of poor diet in non-overweight and obese individuals, especially as it relates to altered neuropeptide expression, BOLD reactivity, and food consumption. Future studies would benefit from employing neuroimaging at multiple time points in order to identify the causal direction of the relationship between diet and brain activity in healthy, community populations.

Using regulation to predict food consumption

 Although we perpetually process and react to the food cues pervading our environment, as humans we also possess the ability to regulate our desires. Regulation, as defined in the affective science literature, refers to active attempts to manage one’s emotional states. When applied to eating behavior, regulation can influence the affective states of liking and craving that
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precipitate food consumption. Longitudinal studies have shown that individual differences in self-control, the ability to regulate behavioral, emotional, and attentional impulses when they conflict with long-term goals,\textsuperscript{42} protect against overweight status over time.\textsuperscript{43,44} Indeed, much of this work has focused on weight change in obesity.\textsuperscript{45} For example, activity in prefrontal cortex, which is central to the inhibition of food reward, is negatively correlated with long-term weight change among obese women.\textsuperscript{46} In comparison, relatively few studies have investigated how regulation-related brain activity predicts food consumption in normal-weight individuals.

Figure 2. Map of brain regions commonly recruited during food-related reactivity, regulation, and valuation, and their component processes. NAcc = nucleus accumbens; OFC = orbitofrontal cortex; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; vIPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; PPC = posterior parietal cortex; dACC = dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; preSMA = pre-supplementary motor area; vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex.
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Food-specific regulation

Before diving into this body of work, we want to acknowledge that there are many ways to operationalize the concept of regulation with respect to control of food desires. In these studies, the concepts of liking and craving are generally combined. Both concepts can be thought of as affective states, like stress and mood (see Ref 47). As such, we and others have built upon the large literature on emotion regulation to demonstrate that, similar to emotion, craving can be down-regulated using cognitive techniques (e.g., Refs 48–53). In particular, reappraisal can be used in this context to think about a craved food in a different way so as to reduce its desirability. Across a series of studies, this strategy has been found to effectively reduce food craving compared to passive viewing (e.g., Refs 48, 51, 53). Learning-based models of behavior illustrate how visual exposure to pictures or videos of food can increase eating behavior through conditioned physiological responses that are typically paired with food cues (see Ref 22). Reappraisal might work by disrupting this cue-response pairing. For example, there is initial evidence that reappraisal training modulates cue-reactivity to energy dense foods, resulting in increased activity in regulation-related regions, such as the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), pre-to-post intervention. This hypothesis is further supported by research on several psychological treatments (e.g., Cognitive Behavioral Therapy applied to food cues), which have been most commonly tested in the context of pathological eating behaviors (e.g., bulimia nervosa).

The neural correlates of cognitive reappraisal of emotion have been well-documented in the literature (see Ref 56 for a meta-analysis). Reappraisal elicits extensive recruitment of regions commonly observed in executive function and cognitive control tasks such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dLIFC), dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), IFG,
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC), and posterior parietal cortex (PPC; see Figure 2). These brain regions support the component processes involved in reappraisal, including inhibitory and cognitive control, response selection and inhibition, holding reappraisals in mind, and reflecting on the meaning of changing emotional states.\textsuperscript{57–59} Work from our group shows that, across multiple populations of community participants, reappraisal of food craving elicits activity in these same regions.\textsuperscript{49,60}

While much of this section has focused on reappraisal, other approaches to down-regulate the craving of food stimuli have also been explored. In particular, \textit{regulatory response training} refers to the training of behavioral response to low-calorie food stimuli and the inhibition of responses to high-calorie food stimuli.\textsuperscript{61} Recent work has demonstrated that this approach leads to devaluation of foods paired with the inhibitory response and reduction in consumption of these foods.\textsuperscript{62–68} Moreover, a recent pilot study demonstrated that response training leads to reductions in PPC, DS, and insula activity in response to high-calorie foods that were paired with inhibition training.\textsuperscript{61} Though this study measured changes in brain activity as a result of training, and did not directly measure food consumption, future work can overcome these limitations.

\textit{Domain-general regulation}

Due to the extensive engagement of cognitive control networks in reappraisal, it is possible that other cognitive processes that engage these same regions (e.g., inhibitory control) might predict dietary behavior. This line of reasoning would suggest that regulation may be treated as a general executive process that is not specific to affect, but instead operates on a broad range of targets, and thus can be indexed by domain-general measures.\textsuperscript{64,69–71} For example, Hofmann et al. (2009) found that performance on tasks that measure inhibitory control, affective
regulation, and executive attention predict eating behavior (candy consumption), even though performance on the tasks did not relate to each other.\textsuperscript{71} This suggests that there might be several basic executive processes that independently contribute to eating behavior. A recent review highlights the reliability and generalizability of tasks indexing executive function and cognitive control, all of which engage lateral prefrontal regions, in predicting eating behavior.\textsuperscript{72} However, one study uncovered an interaction between body mass index (BMI) and food specificity in predicting in inhibitory control, such that high BMI individuals showed less impulse control during a food-specific versus general stop-signal task, while low BMI individuals demonstrated no such distinction.\textsuperscript{64} Together, these findings suggests that domain-general neurocognitive measures may be used to predict eating behavior among individuals within the normal BMI range, but the predictive validity of these measures requires further scrutiny among individuals with elevated BMI.

Predicting behavior change

In comparison, relatively few studies have investigated how regulation-related brain activity in response to food relates to behavioral change. Reappraising food craving recruits a very similar network to that involved in other targets of cognitive reappraisal, including the IFG, dACC, and dIPFC,\textsuperscript{49} suggesting that the regions are key nodes for regulation. Supporting this conclusion with a complementary method, increasing activity in the dIPFC with transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has been found to reduce self-reported craving for food stimuli.\textsuperscript{73} Because tDCS can be used manipulate (as opposed to merely observe) activity, this last study suggests that the dIPFC has a causal effect on food craving and its associated brain network.
Several studies have investigated mediators and moderators of the effect of regulation on food intake. This research explores the questions of how (mediators) and under what conditions (moderators) regulation can be effective in altering intake. In a direct comparison of brain activity in the regulation network under conditions of passive monitoring or restriction of the consumption of a craved, unhealthy food, we found that reappraisal-related brain activity significantly positively predicted subsequent food consumption, but only under restriction conditions. This pattern of results indicates that the neural networks underlying reappraisal, especially the dlPFC, may support successful behavior change when people are deliberately attempting to restrict their eating. As shown in Figure 1b, reappraisal and subsequent dietary change may function via modulation of reward-related activity, such that explicit self-control during food cue exposure is associated with a reduction of VS activity by the lateral prefrontal cortex. Specifically, the dlPFC sends excitatory signals to the NAcc, which sends inhibitory signals to the globus pallidus, a region centrally involved in voluntary behavior. Incidental activity (i.e., during food cue viewing without explicit regulation instructions) in the reappraisal network also predicts attention to health cues and subsequent food choice.

Recent theories have posited that food consumption may not result from reactivity- and regulation-related brain activity acting independently or in direct competition, but rather from a balance between the two. Overeating has been linked to the interaction of increased food reactivity and reduced inhibitory control. Similarly, a combination of strong implicit preferences for snack foods and low trait self-control has been found to predict increased food intake. Therefore, dietary change may result from altering the balance of these two systems.

Subjective valuation as a promising process for predicting behavior change
The research presented thus far has evolved from the affective science literature, which focuses on affective and regulatory predictors of food consumption and dietary change. A related, yet distinct framework for understanding eating behavior comes from the decision-making and neuroeconomics literature, which examines the dynamic computations made by the brain during value-based decision making.\textsuperscript{79} For example, attending to health aspects of food stimuli has been found to affect value signals in the vmPFC, which acts via regulation-related brain activity in the dlPFC.\textsuperscript{80} While the reactivity/regulation and value frameworks are partially overlapping, they have complementary strengths and differing implications for predicting behavior, so there is value in considering them separately. Additionally, the frameworks are not mutually exclusive, so it is possible for future research to leverage aspects of both within the same study to maximize predictive power.\textsuperscript{81}

Neuroeconomics is an emerging interdisciplinary field that brings together a rich history of experimental decision paradigms from behavioral economics, formal models of subjective experience from cognitive science, and computational models of learning from psychonomics.\textsuperscript{79} These approaches can guide psychological and neuroscientific investigations by providing sophisticated models that link neural and behavioral data, as well providing novel, testable models of what predicts changes in eating behavior. For example, as noted at the outset of this review, reactivity and regulation together comprise a dual-process framework that distinguish two types of choice behavior: “cold,” deliberate, regulatory decision making that competes with “hot,” instinctive reactions to food-cues.\textsuperscript{82} This framework suggests that eating behavior is ultimately predicted by one of these processes “winning,” and is supported by research showing distinct brain systems underlying each process. This can be seen in Figure 1b, where the influence of regulation reduces the influence of reactivity on food choice behavior.
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However, an alternative perspective from neurocomputational approaches suggests that these two behaviors (here shown as healthy and unhealthy eating) are assigned values unique to the individual, which are then integrated in the vmPFC during the selection of eating behavior.\(^{83,84}\) In these models, the “hot” and “cold” processes do not directly compete with one another per se, but rather contribute jointly – along with other choice features – to a unified integration process that drives food choice. One implication of this kind of model is that one way to change eating behavior is to amplify the factors that contribute positive value to healthy options. Those factors are not necessarily “cold” processes that would down-regulate temptation, but also a variety of options that would up-regulate desire for or value of healthy food such as social pressure, representations of long-term health outcomes, and reminders of important core values or aspects of one’s identity.\(^{85}\) Value integration models, therefore, do not deny the distinction between hot and cold processes, but rather reject the notion that there is a one-to-one mapping between hot-cold and unhealthy-healthy.

The differences between the two frameworks are subtle, but the value integration approach offers several advantages in terms of prediction. All of them revolve around the increased precision of value-integration models about the neural and computational processes involved in choice relative to alternatives (e.g., dual-process or older utility models). For example, valuation models better explain how shifts in attentional focus toward health cues improve dietary choice.\(^{80}\) Indeed, the specific neurocomputational processes that underlie the effect of visual attention on the value integration process are increasingly well understood.\(^{86}\) Also, valuation models suggest an empirical tool to model, predict, and characterize the online accumulation of value during food choice.\(^{87}\) Finally, studies deploying a value-based choice paradigm have shown that activity in the vmPFC during choice tracks closely with objective
measures of food value (caloric density), and predicts food choice to a greater degree than subjective assessments of food value. There is evidence that valuation-related activity can prospectively predict behavior change in a variety of domains (e.g., smoking cessation, market forecasting), though this predictive effect has not yet been demonstrated in the food domain.

Another advantage of the value-based decision making approach is that it allows researchers to apply the vast literature of choice anomalies to the study of food intake. A highly-studied example is delay discounting, which refers to the phenomenon where people tend to discount the value of delayed outcomes (e.g., long-term health) as compared to immediate outcomes (e.g., tasty treats). Indeed, Dassen and colleagues demonstrated that healthy eating is positively associated with consideration of future consequences of food intake, and negatively associated with consideration of immediate food consequences. Diminishing marginal utility is another anomalous decision-making phenomenon that refers to the continued reduction in value of a consumed item, such as a desirable food, as more of the item is consumed. Interestingly, this is observed even when a person simply imagines eating the food repeatedly, and has opposite behavioral predictions than the neuropeptide feedback research described in the reactivity section above. A final example is the decoy effect, which refers to the phenomenon whereby people change their previously-consistent preference between two options (e.g., favoring a $5 burger over a $5 soup-salad combo) when presented with a third option that is never chosen (e.g., a $5 small a la carte salad). Together, the wealth of research on choice anomalies unlocks new avenues for the development of new dietary interventions. Moreover, because many of these phenomena have been studied with neuroimaging, this work provides testable hypotheses about the brain processes involved.
Lastly, the focus on value provides a flexible, integrative framework for looking at the neural predictors of dietary change. For instance, the dual-process, reactivity/regulation model detailed in the first two sections can be considered to be a specific subset of the large set of possible value attributes that drive food choice. The valuation perspective does not deny the importance of “hot” hedonic value and “cold” regulatory processes, but also allows third, fourth, etc., processes to also play a role. For example, it is unclear whether and how social factors such as norms fit into the strict dual-process perspective, though there is now good evidence that social norms influence food choice by altering the value of foods to be more consistent with the apparent preferences of peers. As highlighted above, an advantage afforded by the value-based decision making perspective on food consumption is the integration and operationalization of the many component processes involved in consummatory behavior, as seen in Figure 1c. While many fields of research have struggled with the reliance on self-report in examining the predictors of eating behavior, neuroeconomic researchers are among those who have provided objective, brain-based metrics to measure value, as well as providing an ecologically valid experimental framework for examining food-based decision making. Although current work focuses primarily on food choice within an experimental paradigm, this framework could be extended in the future to predict individual differences in dietary habits and eating behavior change. A key disadvantage to this approach stems from treating food, which is a primary reinforcer, similarly to symbolic reinforcers, such as money, that are often used in neuroeconomic paradigms, and thereby ignoring the underlying biology that influences eating behaviors. Future work could disentangle the nuances of food-based from general-purpose decision making.
Future directions

As suggested by the emerging reactivity/regulation balance and subjective value literatures, the neural predictors of food consumption and dietary change are most likely more complicated than a traditional dual-process model would suggest. Indeed, there are many other systems known to be involved in food consumption, including identity, social processes, and reward learning, as well as other behavioral processes. Future work should continue to investigate the important roles these processes play in food consumption and dietary change in typical populations.

In particular, a clear next step is further investigation into contextual influences such as broad cultural factors, socioeconomic status (SES), and family/household norms. These factors may act to constrain and/or moderate the magnitude of the brain-as-predictor effects reviewed here, as well as provide situational specificity of these effects. For example, much of the neuroimaging work done to date has used a majority Caucasian sample with high access to education and financial resources. How the findings reviewed here generalize to other populations remains an open question. Further, we have yet to see how the food environment affects eating behavior and dietary change, as the relative availability of different food types (i.e., healthy vs. unhealthy) should directly affect the valuation of different food items. As food environment, dietary behaviors, and weight are closely associated with socioeconomic status, it follows that these all may covary meaningfully with SES. The direction of these relationships is still undetermined, however. It may be that, in a food environment where healthier food options such as fresh produce are less plentiful, these items attain higher value; or, it may be that these items lose value by virtue of being unfamiliar. Similarly, these processes may also work on a
smaller, household-by-household level, wherein food values vary based on their representation within a family.

As a key goal in health neuroscience is to identify factors that confer risk and protection, another important avenue for future research is to study eating behavior from a developmental perspective. Dietary habits are shaped throughout childhood and adolescence, and while children do not typically have control over their diets, adolescents have increasing autonomy in dietary choices, as well as greater capacity for self-regulation compared to children. As such, adolescence may be a particularly advantageous period for intervention. Currently, there is a substantial literature on the relationships between reactivity to food stimuli and individual differences in retrospective food intake, body mass index (BMI), body composition, satiety, familial risk for obesity, and self-reported measures of pathological eating habits in children and adolescents. Several recent studies have also focused on the relationship between regulation, including inhibitory control and cognitive reappraisal, and individual differences in BMI. Additional work has investigated the relationship between decision making and retrospective food consumption and BMI. However, none of these studies assessed concurrent or prospective food consumption. To further our understanding of the factors that confer risk for and protection against unhealthy dietary habits and obesity, we hope that future developmental work will include measures of food consumption and dietary change.

**Conclusion**

One of the holy grails in health neuroscience is prospective prediction of outcomes. A tool that could indicate whether someone will get screened for colorectal cancer, exercise more,
or change his or her eating patterns would be transformative for disease prevention. In this article, we presented evidence from health neuroscience in support of the potential for human functional neuroimaging to one day produce such a tool. While it may never be feasible to use neuroimaging on an individual basis, associations uncovered by health neuroscience research may be translatable on a larger scale. However, before that vision can be realized, the field will need a practical model (or set of models) of the mechanisms of eating behavior change. We summarized evidence that food reactivity, regulation, and valuation are mechanisms of eating behavior and that their neural indices may be predictive of change. Therefore, we argue that reactivity, regulation, and valuation are promising targets for interventions to change eating patterns. It is our plan to conduct translational neuroscience studies that simultaneously test these theoretical models and promote behavior change in real world settings, and it is our hope that others will find this review helpful for doing the same.
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